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with time
for the
planet

V o y a g e

A Pool Casita Suite at
Palmilla and, below, the
infinity pool at the
resort’s Villa Cortez,
available for private hire

Best for

POST-PARTY
RECOVERY

CHEVAL BLANC ISLE DE FR ANCE
St Barths, Caribbean Leeward Islands

Described by one resident as like New York club Studio 54 in its heyday, the
St Barths peak-season party merry-go-round can quickly take its toll. Those
in the know come to ground themselves here, among the tropical palms and
frangipani that surround this white-washed, wafty-curtained spa. Parched
skin is plumped, tired eyes brightened and party-pooped bodies revived using
a well-curated collection of Guerlain treatments, with a focus on after-sun care.
Too tired to make a decision? Simply put yourself in the hands of one of the
uniformed “beauty coaches”, who combine expert clinical know-how with
a liberal dash of French showmanship. stbarthisledefrance.chevalblanc.com

ONE&ONLY PALMILLA
San José del Cabo, Mexico

Perched on the tip of the Baja Peninsula, flanked by unspoilt beaches
where turtles hatch, boat people catch the elusive blue marlin and grey
whales come within arm’s reach of your yacht, this is the place to immerse
yourself in nature. The people-watching isn’t bad either, as Hollywood
types decamp here, post awards season, to detox, recharge and possibly
retox. And who can blame them – the margaritas on board the hotel’s
Azimut 40S yacht are so good. Once a private finca with its own chapel,
the hotel features elegant stone and marble interiors peppered with
hidden hammocks and scatter cushions in bright Mexican weaves. It’s
the perfect place to lay weary bones and focus on not much at all. The
spa here is full of clever cleansing tricks, from the soothing poultices,
made from herbs grown in the spa garden, to the body contouring and
abdominal massage, which visibly shrinks your stomach in a matter of
moments – just ask for Francesco’s healing hands. And there are two new
grooming salons: for boys, it’s a wet shave and scalp massage at Barber
and Blade, a traditional one-seat barber shop; while girls get primped with
boat-proof blow-dries at the OBO Salon, an outpost of LA-based, celebrity
hair stylists Jonathan and George. palmilla.oneandonlyresorts.com

Fresh Sake Bath

DETOX
WONDERS

Made with more
than 50 per cent
detoxifying sake, this
tension-easing bath
soak brings a whole
new meaning to the
phrase “hair of the
dog”. £63, fresh.com
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FAENA HOTEL
Miami Beach, USA

Elemental Herbology
Detox Botanical
Bathing Infusion

The Organic
Pharmacy Liver
& Kidney Drops

Stimulate a sluggish
lymph system with
grapefruit, juniper
berry, rosemary
and geranium. £20,
elementalherbology.com

This powerful herb
combo supports the
liver and kidneys –
a perfect antidote to
the party season. £11.50,
theorganicpharmacy.com

Step off your superyacht and into the super spa of the
moment. Faena is Miami’s hippest new hotspot, on the
site of the former Saxony Hotel, a one-time Sinatra
watering hole where film director Baz Luhrmann and his
costume/set designer wife Catherine Martin have been
busy creating an epic spa sanctuary reminiscent of one
of their lavishly colourful films. It’s The Great Gatsby with
a South American twist: fish-hook chandeliers, paper
art installations and Eden-like floral murals offer a
visual feast to rival the panoramic views out on to Miami
Beach. Expect the unexpected at the hotel’s Tierra Santa
Healing House spa. There’s a sorbet cart in place of a
juice bar, a wet spa with a waterfall and your massage is
delivered by a mystical spa shaman. The mud, scrubs and
oils, all made with healing ingredients from the Amazon,
will prove the perfect antidote to that morning-after-thenight-before feeling. Complete your recuperation at the
hotel’s own bikini boot camp, with its paddleboarding
classes and hardcore triathlon club. faena.com

The hammam
at Tierra Santa
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Best for

V o y a g e

SILVER ISLAND YOGA

CITY
PIT STOP

GR AND HÔTEL
STOCKHOLM
Sweden

With some 250,000 boats in the area,
Stockholm is a city of sailors and, after
a windswept day out in the archipelago,
there’s no better place to recharge than in
this cosy subterranean spa. Inspired by the
islands and surrounding nature, the Scandidesigned treatment rooms feature sheepskin
throws, birch ceilings and polished stone
floors, while the fabulous swimming pool
has its own log fire. The focus here is on
warming muscles and boosting circulation
in a labyrinth of saunas, plunge pools and
cold bucket showers. Expect the standard
Swedish massage, cranberry body scrubs
and Jurlique facials, but you’ll also find the
Arctic Detox, a deep cleansing massage
using heated wheat pillows and small sacks
of hot lava stones – perfect after a long day
working the backstays. grandhotel.se

JW MARRIOTT
Venice, Italy

What have we here? A spa with its own dock,
so you can rock up, tousled from a turn around
the lagoon, and hop straight on to a treatment
bed. Built on a private island, on the grounds
of a former hospital for respiratory disease, JW
Marriot’s GOCO Spa Venice is a breath of fresh
air. Clean, white lines, porthole windows and
outdoor decks looking across to St Mark’s Square
make it the ideal retreat from the crowds and velvet
brocade stuffiness of old school Venice. QMS
Medicosmetics is at the helm with its famous skinbrightening oxygen facials and collagen-boosting
formulas. Guests can detox in the hammam, with
its lung-cleansing salt wall, tone up in the aqua
tonic pool with massage jets set to key metabolismboosting points or wind down with alfresco yoga in
the herb garden. It’s a total body reboot. jwvenice.com

V o y a g e

Sporades Islands, Greece

This private island off the northern end of Euboea accommodates
a maximum of 10 guests – choose your boat mates carefully! There’s plenty
of anchorage off the island’s glorious beaches, so disembark from your
yacht for a week of digital detox (there’s no WiFi, TV or clocks) and tune
your body to nature’s rhythm. With two daily yoga classes, hiking through
verdant olive groves and swimming in the cerulean sea, it’s the perfect
salve for the stresses of the modern world. The yoga shala (formerly
a helipad) has views out to sea from its hilltop perch, while spa offerings
range from Thai massage and Reiki to customised organic facials and
full Ayurvedic health consultations. Gourmet vegetarian meals – so good
a cookbook is in the works – are served alfresco. There are no maps on
Silver Island, discovery is all part of the joy, but do book at least a year
in advance to rent the entire place. silverislandyoga.com

Best for

SHAPING UP

WILDFITNESS
International locations

A perfect release from the grind of the urban hamster wheel, these
outdoorsy retreats, set in easily anchorable destinations such as Zanzibar,
Crete and the Scottish Highlands, are all about channelling animalistic
athleticism and “re-wilding” yourself in nature. Barefoot running,
climbing trees, lifting rocks and jumping in the sea rather than sweating
it out in the gym are the order of the three- to seven-day retreats. There’s
never a dull moment as the schedule balances outdoor training sessions
(team sports are encouraged) with massage and workshops that cover
a range of issues, from healthier ways of dealing with stress, to assessing
your running style to avoid injury. Guests return back on deck with
a leaner, stronger body – and a child-like joie de vivre. wildfitness.com

Read about the
best onboard spas:
boatinternational.
com/bestyacht-spas

HOTEL ARTS BARCELONA
Catalonia, Spain
Resplendent on the 43rd floor of a slick beachfront hotel – just one
floor from the top – the views of the city from 43 The Spa are staggering
indeed. The treatments are spine-tinglingly good, too. Kick-start the
proceedings with a circulation-boosting whirl around the circuit
of vitality pools, steam rooms and ice fountains. Then switch the
chromotherapy mood lighting to a soothing blue before you sample
the wickedly indulgent spa treats from Natura Bissé, Spain’s most
innovative skincare brand. Everything here looks tempting, but if
you sign up for only one treatment, make it the 43 Sea Experience.
The therapist uses deep-tissue chiropractic techniques followed
by pressure manoeuvres with small sea shells. It’s so relaxing most
people struggle to stay awake. hotelartsbarcelona.com
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BODY
BOOSTERS

Rodial Super Fit
Tummy Tuck

Clarins Bust Beauty
Extra-Lift Gel

Sisley
Cellulinov

Rahua Body
Amazon Oil

Mio Workout Wonder
Invigorating Muscle Gel

Using skintightening
ingredients for
an instantly
tauter midriff
without the
trauma of
surgery. It must
be worth a shot.
£65, rodial.co.uk

For a more
defined look,
start to apply
a month before
you go away.
The oat sugars
are said to create
an invisible
“natural bra”.
£43, clarins.co.uk

Beach-beautiful
thighs courtesy
of this anticellulite formula
that uses longan
and Indian lotus
seed extracts
to slow new fat
cells. £142,
sisley-paris.com

This natural
oil is loaded
with youthenhancing
omega-3s and
antioxidants.
Mist on for a
healthy glow.
£47, rahua.
com/uk

Missing your
personal trainer
this holiday? This
herbal cocktail
might be the
next best thing,
with its V-Tonic,
arnica and other
boosters. £21,
mioskincare.co.uk
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V o y a g e

AMILLA FUSHI
Maldives

TRESCO ISLAND
Isles of Scilly, UK

If you’re thinking of following in Roman
Abramovich’s wake and charting a course
around Britain this summer, the Isles of
Scilly should be top of your itinerary. This
cluster of beautiful, tropical-style islands,
with its unique microclimate, is just the place
for an Enid Blyton-style adventure. Anchor
at New Grimsby quay and let the kids roam
free (there are no cars on the private island
resort of Tresco). They will love the Sailing
Centre, which offers excellent sailing, kayak
and paddleboard sessions, while you bag
yourself an afternoon’s peace. Treatments
by organic brand Ila are skin-smoothing,
soul-brightening and heavenly smelling
(even the Marine Algae body wrap). And the
Ila Kundalini Back Massage, designed for
“emotionally exhausted souls”, is a winner
with men, too. tresco.co.uk

Best for

An island paradise that’s chic without being chichi, this gives parents
a proper holiday rather than simply a change of location. There are cool,
cube-like “Ocean Lagoon” villas and spectacular tree houses, but if you’re
travelling with tinies it’s best to book one of the sumptuous beach villas.
Treatment rooms at the Javvu spa are set in private pods dotted between
(and some up) the Banyan trees. Choose from collagen facials, mindblowing massages designed by a lady who honed her craft with ancient
African tribes, Margaret Dabbs medi-pedis and Ila body wraps set to a
soundtrack of Sanskrit chanting that resonates to lower your heartbeat.
Your kids, meanwhile, will love the Maldivian lounge, where you can dip
into the spa “mini-bar”, crammed with oils and scrubs. amilla.mv

BRINGING
YOUR BROOD

The Aegean provides
a stunning backdrop

MANDARIN ORIENTAL
Bodrum, Turkey

Located on the north coast of the Bodrum Peninsula, a destination that’s currently sizzling
hot with superyacht owners, this resort is a great choice for families. Rooms are big enough for
bounding, the restaurant has a sweet shop, there’s a dedicated children’s pool, playgrounds and
the MiniMO Panda Club, which will entertain your four to 12 year olds. If you book the VIP
sea-facing apartment, which features its own hammam, sauna and spa pool, you might even
raise a smile from that sulky teenager. The spa offers a myriad of treatments using olive oil, local
pumice stone, honey and herbs from the resort’s organic garden. If you venture out for some adult
time, head for the grand, white marble hammam. A Turkish delight: you’ll be laid on warm stone,
brushed with soft muslin until you’re heaped with cloud-like piles of bubbles, gently scrubbed
and massaged. You might even forget you have a family. mandarinoriental.com
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V o y a g e

Ila Bath Salts for
Inner Peace

Best for

MIND
MENDING

Its Himalayan
salt crystals are
rich in minerals
and scented
with meditative
sandalwood and
relaxing jasmine.
£49, ila-spa.com

Origins Calm
to Your Senses
Lavender &
Vanilla Oil for
Bath and Body
A blend of the two
most soothing
smells known to
man make this
balm just the
thing for an
instant mind
and body reboot.
£24, origins.co.uk

Diptyque
Precious
Oils for Body
& Bath
Florentine iris,
sweet almond
and nut oils
provide an
exotic bath
experience. £42,
diptyqueparis.
co.uk

SOOTHING
SCENTS

Aromatherapy
Associates Deep
Relax Bath &
Shower Oil
This could just as
easily be called Sleep
in a Bottle. One capful
before bed and you’ll
be out like a light.
£45, aromatherapyassociates.com

Aesop A Rose By
Any Other Name
Body Cleanser
Be instantly
transported
to a happier
place with this
cleanser scented
with rose
petal oil. £17,
aesop.com/uk

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC
Alicante, Spain

SONG SA A
Cambodia

Whether you’re burnt out, broken-hearted
or going through a bereavement, this private
island resort off western Cambodia, close to
the yacht-friendly waters of Thailand, offers
life-changing wellness programmes that
concentrate on healing the soul. Treatments
focus on energy work, connecting with nature
and your spiritual self. You might find yourself
floating in a Marine Flora Immersion bath laced
with various seaweeds to improve energy and
circulation, or, for a seismic shift, try a Lunar
Ritual – lying in the shallows of the seabed at full
moon with a scuba regulator and headphones
for guided meditation. It’s truly an out-of-body
experience. Guests are also encouraged to
interact with the on-site marine conservation
team, who organise excursions nurturing coral
repopulation, or join the Song Saa Foundation
to help out at art classes for local children. This
is pure soul food. songsaa.com
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Architect Carlos
Gilardi created
the SHA clinic

This award-winning clinic offers a full
medical menu in a warm and pampering
environment that feels rather more caring
than clinical. There’s revolutionary work
going on here and you can be one of the first
to try pioneering cognitive stimulation. It
uses electrodes to monitor brain activity,
identify weakness and prescribe exercises
to strengthen key neural pathways for
protection against early dementia and
Alzheimer’s. If getting a good night’s sleep is
the problem, check into the specialist clinic
to reset your body’s biorhythms through
a programme of meditation, acupuncture
and nocturnal polygraphs. General health
is boosted with intravenous vitamin drips
as well as macrobiotic cookery classes in
the chef ’s studio. shawellnessclinic.com

V o y a g e

LE MAS CANDILLE
Mougins, France

After the energy-zapping fluster of the Côte d’A zur, the
green hills of Grasse are a rejuvenating haven. This Shiseido
Spa is housed at the Hôtel Le Mas Candille in the medieval
village of Mougins, 10 minutes from Cannes – and it brings
the latest Japanese-inspired anti-ageing treats to brighten
skin and undo the sins of sun worship. Indeed, as you
cross the spa’s ornamental bridge you can feel your frown
unfurrow. All the treatments use the Qi method: a traditional
Oriental philosophy that aims to restore the vital energy
that runs through the body. The Future Solution LX Facial
Ceremony, which uses ingredients ranging from pearl to
green tea and star fruit, involves a number of delicate steps,
from exfoliation to light steaming with Oshibori hot towels
and a firming face massage. And there’s the excellent Shiseido
boutique, which sells hard-to-find specialist anti-ageing
creams and Serge Lutens fragrances. lemascandille.com

THERMES MARINS
MONTE-CARLO
Monaco

Resembling a luxury spaceship hovering over
Port Hercules, this massive spa is a suitably
cutting-edge place to rejuvenate. There’s a
spectacular pool and a sprawling gym, both of
which overlook the clutch of superyachts far below,
but the must-have experience here is cryotherapy.
Used in the sporting world to help speed athletes’
recovery, clients brave a cold sauna (at -110C) for
three minutes, wearing protective socks, gloves and
not much else. This is not for the panic-inclined
but it’s worth gritting your teeth for the serotonininduced marathon runner glow. Kiss insomnia, jet
lag and muscle inflammation goodbye and rejoice
in your newly glowing skin. The less intrepid can
enjoy elaborate pampering, too. Don’t miss the
Absolute Youth Experience, with its mother-ofpearl powder body peel and series of massages
and scented baths. Cleopatra would certainly have
approved. thermesmarinsmontecarlo.com

FACE SAVERS
Best for

Darphin 8-Flower
Nectar
Made from the finest
essential oils, this
radiance restorer
absorbs straight into
your skin for a lovely
glowing complexion.
Bliss in a bottle.
£95, darphin.co.uk

SKIN
SOFTENING
ilã Gold Cellular
Age-Restore
Face Cream
Our favourite spa
brand gets another
gold star for this
deeply moisturising
face brightener.
£120, harrods.com

Kiehl’s Daily
Reviving
Concentrate
Espa Optimal Skin
ProMoisturiser
This lightweight day
cream packs a hefty
hydrating punch and
comes with a heady
floral scent. £45,
espaskincare.com

Revitalise skin
and strengthen
resilience against
daily aggressors
using the powerful
blend of natural
ingredients in this
lightweight day oil.
£36, kiehls.co.uk
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CHIVA-SOM
Hua Hin Thailand

You have probably heard of Chiva-Som’s body-changing yoga
and fitness programmes, its tasty detox menus and uplifting
healers. But the little-known Medi-Spa is the real game-changer
here. With enough skin-tightening lasers to rival a top London
clinic and US-trained dermatologist and surgeon Dr Niwat
Polnikorn at the helm, this is one of Asia’s best-kept anti-ageing
secrets. The mission here is not to chase individual lines and
wrinkles but to subtly rejuvenate the face as a whole. Botox and
fillers are deftly used alongside a shot of Fraxel to resurface skin,
or Ultherapy (ultrasound toning) to lift and tighten the jawline.
Scrutinise the effects with before and after comparison photos
using the latest Visia 3D facial imaging technology. chivasom.com

SPA ON BOARD

Call in the gurus to create your own onboard retreat

BEST TO BEAT STRESS:
Deborah Richmond

BEST FOR MAKING FITNESS FUN:
James Larkin

Richmond has many loyal fans
for her bespoke brand of yoga.
Whether it’s gentle restorative
stretches you’re after or the full
body burn, sessions are tailored
entirely to suit your needs.
And yoga at sea can be just as
grounding, she assures us.
deborahrichmond.co.uk

A pure master of motivation,
famous for his competitive
Millennium Bridge step
challenges with City clients,
Larkin is equally inventive when
it comes to training on the move.
Just don’t expect to take it easy.
Kayak death-challenge anyone?
thejameslarkin.com

BEST FOR HONING YOUR BEACH
BODY: Henlu van der Westhuizen

The programme that South
African former rugby player van
der Westhuizen devises for his
clients on holiday ensures they
go home slimmer. When he’s not
teaching one-on-one in London,
he runs his own HHH retreats at
Emelisse Hotel in Kefalonia with
chef Alan Wichert. henlupt.com

BEST FOR SOOTHING YOUR
SOUL: Suzi Cinalli

Focused on restoring mindbody equilibrium, Cinalli’s team
at The Vital Touch will preserve
your health with daily holistic
massages and healing reiki
on deck. Recipients of her
therapeutic techniques and chair
massage will want to take her
home. thevitaltouch.com
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PUENTE ROMANO

V o y a g e

Marbella, Spain

A 10 minute tender ride from Puerto Banús harbour,
Puente Romano is a palm-fringed oasis set in gardens
brimming with orange trees, open cabanas and swings
that gently rock to the rhythm of the ocean. Treatments
at its Six Senses Spa have a wonderfully Mediterranean
flavour thanks to the Organic Pharmacy’s uplifting
orange blossom therapies, while the spa itself exudes
typical Andalucian charm with its hand-painted tiles
and natural stone and timber. The focal point here is the
splendid wet area, where you can relax in the perfectly
ergonomic loungers, your privacy assured by waterfalls
running down the big windows and a strict limit on
numbers. For more intense beautifying, the Olive Oil and
Sea Salt Treatment is perfect for softening parched skin.
Come back later for an Indian head massage and you’ll
ooze out the door. There’s a cluster of fine dining options
around the hacienda-style courtyard; don’t miss chef Dani
García’s, which has two Michelin stars. sixsenses.com

Monastero Santa
Rosa was a 17thcentury monastery

MAIA
Seychelles

A postcard paradise with spa treatments to match. Drop
anchor in peaceful Anse Louis Bay on Mahé’s west coast
and tender into the beach where, melded into the island’s
volcanic rocks, you’ll find gorgeous indoor/outdoor spa
pavilions complemented by a gushing waterfall, birdsong
and the distant wash of the sea. The sign outside the spa
reads “Quiet, please…Shh. Shh”. And they mean it. Maia’s
watchword is privacy; the ethos is de-stressing, revival
and relaxation. There are yoga and qi gong sessions for
lowering the heart rate and revivifying facials and massages
headlined by Hungarian skincare brand Omorovicza,
which employs the healing properties of mineral-rich
thermal waters to soothe and rejuvenate the skin. The Blue
Diamond Facial is a must for salty sea dogs and who could
resist a Gentle Soul Massage that uses no oil but just the
lightest of strokes synchronised to your breath. maia.com.sc

Best for

LUXE WITH
LOCAL
FLAVOUR

MONASTERO SANTA ROSA
Amalfi Coast, Italy

The nuns moved out a century ago but they still ring the
church bell on your arrival at this heavenly spa hotel. Perched
high on the cliffs at Conca dei Marini, overlooking the Amalfi
Coast, the old convent is set among herb gardens that cascade
down towards a wonderfully dramatic infinity pool; the
perfect spot for eyeing the superyachts in the bay below.
In keeping with the ecclesial feel, treatments use Santa Maria
Novella’s healing herbal creams and balms, originally made
by Florentine monks for Catherine de Medici. The vaulted
treatment rooms, in the old wine cellar, are cool and quiet.
There, you can enjoy a herbal body scrub, nourishing bee
pollen facial or maybe an Aloe Coulis body wrap that takes
the sting out of sunburnt skin with manuka honey and ice
poultices. Amen to that. monasterosantarosa.com
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V o y a g e

NIHIWATU

Sumba Island, Indonesia

THE BR ANDO

Tetiaroa, French Polynesia
Just north of Tahiti is the private Tetiaroa
atoll. Centuries ago the Tahitian royal family
came here to get away from it all and Marlon
Brando had the same idea when he bought it
after making Mutiny on the Bounty in 1962.
Now it’s your turn to drop anchor and sign off.
Ideally, you’d rock up on a J Class sloop as this
place has a serious eco ethos, with seawaterpowered air-conditioning and an on-site
research centre; even the mosquitoes have been
genetically modified not to bite (supposedly),
so you can leave toxic repellents at home. The
spa is a revelation, featuring woven wicker spa
pods built into the trees, the most spectacular
of which is Fare Manu – “the Birdhouse” – six
metres above the ground. Treatments offer an
authentic natural twist; expect papaya and black
sand body scrubs, volcanic stone massages with
local coconut oil and Algotherm marine facials.

An eight-hour cruise from Bali, this once-humble
surfers’ paradise on Sumba Island’s south coast has been
reborn – with four-posters, private pools and daybeds that
become night-beds for glamping under the stars. The star act
is the one-of-a-kind Spa Safari. The journey starts with a heartthumping hike across the dramatic west coast through a local village to
a private, rustic treatment pavilion overlooking the ocean. Here you spend
the day working your way through the full spa menu: coconut milk head
massage, cooling body wraps using organic beautifiers picked fresh from
the bush, and reflexology, skilfully administered by local therapists.
Best for
It’s as authentic and unplugged as it gets. nihiwatu.com
UNWINDING

OFF THE
GRID

Days are spent swimming with green turtles,
snorkelling in coral gardens and ogling the
sunsets. It’s the stuff of dreams. thebrando.com

ANDAZ

Peninsula Papagayo, Costa Rica
It’s a route less chartered but the Costa Rican coast is becoming a popular stop for
superyachts heading for the Galápagos via the Panama Canal. The hippest hotel
on the coast is undoubtedly the Andaz. Inspired by nature, it features spectacular
wooden-slated cocoon structures hidden in the jungle along the coastline. Elevated
in the canopy of the rainforest, the spa echoes the natural ethos using local
ingredients: sand scrubs, clay and mud wraps, volcanic hot and cold stone massages
and sugar cane facials. You can even request music inspired by the jungle sounds,
not that you’ll need it if you choose an outdoor treatment room – the resident Howler
monkeys provide ample commentary by themselves. papagayo.andaz.hyatt.com
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